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Abstract Owing to high dependency of landslide stabil-

ity to residual shear strength (RSS) of clay, provide a

sophisticated strategy for modeling of this parameter is

advantageous. This paper present strategy based upon

fusing of optimized intelligence models for estimation of

RSS of clay as a function of readily available data. The

developed model is achieved through implementing two

following steps. In the first step, two optimized models

including optimized neural network, and optimized fuzzy

logic are developed for estimation of RSS of clay. Opti-

mizing method which implanted in predictive models for

improving those performance is bat-inspired algorithm. In

second step, committee machine (CM) is employed for

combining outputs of aforementioned optimized models.

Bat-inspired is incorporated in CM for determining optimal

contribution of optimized elements in final prediction. The

superior performance of CM rather than its elements is

ascertain through those evaluation based on statistical cri-

teria. Results of this study infer that proposed methodology

provide an alternative way for making quantitative for-

mulation between RSS of clay and its index properties.

Keywords Residual shear strength (RSS) � Optimized

neural network (ONN) � Optimized fuzzy logic (OFL) �
Committee machine (CM) � Bat-inspired algorithm (BA)

Introduction

Landslides are prevalent natural hazards taking place in

most parts of the world and have negative economic

impacts (Clague and Stead 2012; Skempton 1964). Resid-

ual shear strength (RSS) of clay has been thought as one of

critical parameter in evaluating the stability of landslide.

This importance is highlighted in sensitive clays wherein

variation of shear strength from peak to residual states is

considerable. At a residual state, the great strain is taken to

clay thereby crashing its previous bond and annihilating

prior fabric as well. Moreover at the residual strength, clay

has negligible cohesion and extremely tend to remoulding

(Mesri and Shahien 2003; Colotta et al. 1989; Wesley

2003; Tiwari and Marui 2005; Kaya and Kwong 2007).

Obtaining this parameters in laboratory is required the

plenty of time and effort. Therefore, reliable prediction of

RSS of clay is very helpful for evaluation of landslide

stability. The great complexity and difficulties encountered

in prediction of RSS of clay have motivated researchers to

apply intelligent models for solving this problems. To date,

a variety of intelligence based models are available in the

literature for exploring complex nonlinear underlying

relationships between the RSS of clay and clay index (Das

and Basudhar 2008; Khan et al. 2015; Das et al. 2011). The

basic idea of these models is to find out the relation

between input/output through mimicking the neural

behavior of brain. These models, according to the input

parameters, can be classified into two groups: model which

employed clay friction (CF), and differential plasticity

index (DPI) as inputs and model that consider liquid limit

(LL), plasticity index (PI), CF, and DPI as a model input. In

first group, Das and Basudhar (2008) employed artificial

neural network to correlate RSS of clay to CF, and DPI.
They concluded that ANN can obtain adequate results in
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prediction of RSS of clay. In second group, two papers

published recently for demonstrate the capability of intel-

ligence models for estimation of RSS of clay (Khan et al.

2015; Das et al. 2011). These papers argue the capability of

intelligence based model for identifying the functional

dependency between RSS of clay and aforementioned four

clay index. Although these models have an acceptable ac-

curacy, present a novel for estimation of RSS of clay is

valuable. This study aim to introduce smart model for

prediction of RSS of clay using of following variable as

model inputs: LL, PI, CF, and DPI. A flowchart of

employed strategy in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1. As it

can be seen, estimation of RSS of clay from input

parameters is firstly done via intelligence models optimized

with bat-inspired algorithm (BA) [optimized neural net-

work (ONN), and optimized fuzzy logic (OFL)]. Subse-

quently, the outputs of optimized models are integrated

through concept of committee machine (CM). Each opti-

mized models is associated with a weighting factor to

determine the final prediction of RSS of clay. Optimal

values of these weight factors are calculated by virtue of

BA. Results of this study prove that, compared with indi-

vidual intelligence models, CM has a superior perfor-

mance. Owing to simplicity and efficiency of CM model, it

can be used as a good tool for estimating of RSS of clay.

Theory: committee machine

Referring to Fig. 1, in the first stage of current study, two

optimized models including ONN, and OFL are employed

as a committee members to correlate the input parameters

into RSS of clay. Then CM is yielded through integrating

the results of aforementioned experts with BA. This com-

bination is worth due to that model is generated which reap

the benefits of two intelligence models and improve those

generalization performance. CM has a parallel structure

which is capable of assembling the outputs of various

experts to obtain an overall decision with improved accu-

racy (Ansari 2014; Gholami et al. 2014a, 2015b; Asoodeh

Fig. 1 The flowchart of the

proposed scheme for obtaining

residual shear strength of clay.

As seen in this figure, in first

stage two BA optimized

intelligence are employed for

estimation residual shear

strength of clay. Then,

committee machine with BA

algorithm is used for combining

of results of aforementioned

models
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and Bagheripour 2012a, b; Asoodeh et al. 2014a; Kad-

khodaie-Ilkhchi et al. 2009a, b). The details of optimized

models for constructing CM are discussed in the following

sections.

Optimized neural network

The artificial neural network intelligence based model

simulated the working of the human brain and nervous

system for learning the relationship between dependent and

independent variables (Baughman and Liu 1985). The

architecture of the NN consists of one input, one hidden

and one output layers. Input layer gathers the input data.

Output layer produces the output data. Hidden layer

extracts the underlying dependency between input/output

data. Number of neuron in input and output layers is equal

to number of input and outputs parameters, respectively.

Optimum number of neuron in hidden layer for achieving

model which give the best results is determined via try and

error approach. In recent years, this approach emerges as a

new predictive scheme that achieved considerable research

interest owing to its simplicity and efficiency (Mäkisara

et al. 2005). However, when applied to regression prob-

lems, NN suffers from trap into local optima and cause the

premature convergence phenomenon, this may lead to great

prediction error from the constructed model on testing data.

To remedy this fault, different researchers try to embed

optimization algorithm in NN formulation for optimize its

parameters and achieve acceptable improvement (Zargar

et al. 2015a; Gholami et al. 2014b, 2015a; Asoodeh et al.

2014b). In current study, BA algorithm is adopted for

optimization of neural network parameters.

Optimized fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is mathematical based model developed by

Zadeh (1965) for handling uncertainty. This method aim at

using ‘‘degrees of truth’’ in place of the usual ‘‘true or

false’’ logic calculation. Each fuzzy set is represented by

membership function. This methodology applied to solving

of several nonlinear problems in engineering task (Gholami

et al. 2014c). In an FL, there are three main parts including

fuzzifier, inference engine (or fuzzy rule base) and

defuzzifier. The purpose of fuzzification is to map the input

data to values ranging from 0 to 1 using a set of input MF.

The main part of the FL is inference engine which consists

of a fuzzy rule. The outputs of all of the fuzzy rules are

combined to obtain one fuzzy output distribution and

transfer into a crisp output using output MF in defuzzifier

process. There are two main type FL system, Mamdani and

Sugeno. In this study Sugeno is employed. This mathe-

matical approach attempt to finding underlying relation

between dependent and independent parameters. Achieving

this will require determine the optimal values of FL

parameters which can be attained through including of

optimization model in those formulation. Various efforts

have been made to coupling the optimization algorithm and

fuzzy model (Zargar et al. 2015b; Asoodeh et al. 2015;

Afshar et al. 2014). These studies demonstrate the high

efficiency of optimization algorithm in enhancing the

performance of fuzzy logic model. In the research docu-

mented here, BA is included in fuzzy logic formulation for

finding out optimal values of its parameters.

Bat-inspired algorithm

The BA is a mathematical simulation of echolocation

behavior of the bats (Yang 2010). All bats fly randomly and

use echolocation to find position of a prey or food. In the

BA, each position of bats is considered as a probable

solution and the goal is find the position of a prey (best

solution). To search for a prey, bats fly randomly with

velocity mi and fixed frequency f varying wavelength k and

loudness A0. Each bat is randomly allocated a frequency

that is drawn with a uniform distribution in range of [fmin,

fmax]. The emitted pulses of bats have a rate of pulse

emission ri in the range of [0, 1], dependent on the prox-

imity of foods. Each bat takes a random walk creating a

new position based on the best selected current position of

a prey. Therefore the positions, frequency and velocity of

the bats are updated in each algorithm iteration. Updating

process in order to find best solution is continues until a

certain stop condition is met (Ansari and Gholami 2015). In

this study, the stop condition is maximum number of

iteration. In this study, the stop condition is maximum

number of iteration. In this research, BA is employed for

achieving three important task: (1) determining the optimal

value of neural network parameters including weight and

bias, (2) determining the optimal value of fuzzy logic

parameters, (3) computing the optimal contribution of

committee elements in final prediction.

Data input/output space

To build predictive model for estimating the RSS of clay,

dataset containing the reliable experimental data is col-

lected from open source literature. Referring to Das et al.

(2011), paper, RSS of clay can be determined as a function

of parameters viz. LL, PI, CF, and DPI. Hence, afore-

mentioned parameters are used as input variables for esti-

mation of RSS of clay. Dataset is partitioned randomly into

two distinguished parts: a training set with 75 % (98

sample points) of the data and a testing set with the 25 %

(33 sample points) of the data. Training set is employed for

constructed model, while testing set is utilized for
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evaluated the robustness and reliability of constructed

model. The statistical description of utilized dataset is

given in Table 1.

Results and discussion

An accurate determination of the RSS of clay is significant

to execute a realistic evaluation of landslide stability. In

first stage of this study, two optimized model including

ONN, and OFL are used for modeling of RSS of clay. The

integrating of two optimized models by virtue of CM is

then employed for estimation of RSS of clay. The perfor-

mance and accuracy of constructed model are figured out

using following indexes as statistical criteria: correlation

coefficient (R), and root mean square error (RMSE).

Generally, predictive model with lowest value of RMSE

and highest value of R giving superlative performance

compared to its competitors.

Optimized neural network

In this part of current research, ONN is carried out for

construct predictive model to estimate the RSS of clay. As

mentioned in previous section (Sect. 2.1), for obtaining

neural network with highest performance, optimal values of

weights and biases should be determined. Therefore, to

achieve aforementioned objective, BA is implanted into

neural network formulation. Regulated parameters of the BA

for run the ONN are presented in Table 2. Moreover,

identification of appropriate network configuration has a

Table 1 Statistical description of experimental data applied in cur-

rent study for training and testing model

Parameter LL PI DPI CF RSS

Minimum 22 4.5 -94.89 0.4 5.5

Maximum 213 132 29.07 91 39

Average 68.79 34.21 -1.41 30.98 16.47

SD 28.67 19.8 13.36 19.37 8.02

Table 2 Regulations done before run of bat-inspired algorithm for

optimizing all proposed models including: ONN, OFL and CM

Parameter Value

ONN OFL CM

Population size 100 100 20

Maximum iteration 1,000 1,000 1,000

A0 0.5 0.5 0.5

r0 0.5 0.5 0.5

fmin 0 0 0

fmax 2 2 2

Fig. 2 Influences of the number

of neuron in hidden layer in

accuracy of optimized neural

network for a training data and

b testing data. This

figure demonstrated that

optimum number of neuron for

achieving best optimized neural

network model is 4
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crucial role on capability of neural network in for handling

modeling task. Hence, the appropriate number of neuron in

hidden layer of should be selected. To gain this purpose,

methodology based on try and error approach is applied and

those results are depicted in Fig. 2. As can be seen in this

figure, optimum number of neuron for reaching better result

in training and testing phase is 5. Figure 3a shows run of BA

for optimizing NN during 1,000 iterations. The optimal

values of weight and bias is given in Table 3. The estimated

outputs from the ONN model are compared to the real

values of RSS of clay in term of scatter plot in Fig. 4a. This

figure show the satisfactory correlation between estimated

results of ONN and real value of RSS of clay. Figure 5

illustrated that difference between measured and estimated

RSS of clay for each testing sample point. High correlation

between estimated results of ONN and real value validate

good precision and accuracy of the model.

Fig. 3 Plot of mean and best

fitness (MSE) of BA versus

generation for a optimizing

neural network, b optimizing

fuzzy logic, and c determining

the optimal contribution of

optimized intelligence in final

prediction

Table 3 The optimal values of weight and bias which determined

through embedding BA in neural network formulation

Layer Weights Biases

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input4

Hidden layer

Node 1 2.0952 2.1847 -4.5306 6.1883 -5.1861

Node 2 0.0327 4.5530 0.1622 3.2595 -1.4966

Node 3 8.0616 4.3764 -1.2756 3.6783 -3.8013

Node 4 -1.6399 -5.9073 -0.0253 -1.4043 -5.2054

Layer Weights Biases

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

Output layer

Node 1 1.8234 -1.5673 0.1341 0.4706 0.0001
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Optimized fuzzy logic

Regarding to previous studies, accurate determination of

fuzzy parameters has a great influence on forecasting per-

formance of fuzzy logic. Hence, these parameters must be

optimized to gain model with excellent predictive perfor-

mance. In this study, fuzzy logic is optimized with BA and

this optimized model is adopted to correlating of RSS of

clay to its index properties. In Table 4, regulations which

must be done before running of BA for optimizing of FL

Fig. 4 Observed versus

estimated residual shear

strength of clay for the

a optimized neural network

model, b optimized fuzzy logic

model, and c committee

machine model. This

figure demonstrated that

committee machine has a better

results rather than its elements

Fig. 5 Comparison between

measured and ONN predicted

residual shear strength of clay in

testing data
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model are given. Figure 3b show the running of BA for

optimizing of FL model. The effect of clustering radius on

accuracy of fuzzy based model is shown in Fig. 6, which

indicates that by election value of 0.4 for clustering radius,

the model with supreme performance is achieved. Figure 7

illustrated the membership function of input parameters

which extracted after running BA. Figure 4b demonstrated

the extent of match between measured and estimated RSS

of clay is term of scatter plot. This figure prove the

acceptable correlation between measured and estimated

RSS of clay. Figure 8 depicted different between actual

and estimated RSS of clay versus sample number for

testing dataset. It is revealed that the predicted results agree

well with the real value of RSS of clay. Results of this

section concluded that OFL can be successfully applied to

establish accurate and reliable prediction models for esti-

mation of RSS of clay.

Committee machine

In this study, two optimized models are constructed thus

far, and those outputs are determined. Both methods

seemed to be useful, although a comparison between the

two methods revealed the slight superiority of the OFL

over the ONN model. As described above, in this stage,

outputs of optimized models are gathered and integrated

through CM for produced models which reaping those

benefits. BA is included in CM for computation of optimal

Table 4 Optimal weighs of CM elements which achieved through

BA algorithm

PLCM

Parameter Value

a1 0.884090879475210

a2 0.163911094533168

a3 1.214659043334770

b1 0.579188328114643

b2 1.424991194176970

Fig. 6 The variation of accuracy of OFL models with respect to the clustering radius for a training data and b testing data. As seen in this figure,

0.4 is suitable value for clustering radius in order to constructing optimized fuzzy logic
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weights of optimized models. These assigned weights

reflect optimal contribution of optimized models in final

prediction according to their corresponding performance.

For achieving aforementioned objective (determining the

optimal contribution of optimized models in final predic-

tion), following fitness function is introduced to BA.

Fig. 7 Membership function for input parameters of optimized fuzzy logic model

Fig. 8 A typical comparison

between predicted residual

shear strength of clay by OFL

and the corresponding

experimental data for testing

dataset
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MSECM ¼ 1

k

Xk

i¼1

ða1 � ONNb1 þ a2 � OFLb2 þ a3 � TiÞ
2

ð1Þ

where ai and bi are constant coefficients which computed

with BA. In Table 4, regulations which must be done

before running of BA for computing of optimal weight of

predictive models are given. Figure 3c is show the running

of BA for determining the accurate values of optimized

models weight factors. The BA-determined weights of

optimized models is given in Table 2. Figure 4c shows the

predicted versus experimental values for the training and

testing sets with CM method. This figure demonstrated that

the values obtained from CM are very close to the exper-

imental results. Moreover, a comparison of the scatter plot

in Fig. 4 shows that the results of CM has better results in

comparison to OFL and ONN. Comparison of actual and

predicted RSS of clay versus sample number of testing data

are demonstrated in Fig. 9. From this figure, it is clearly

observed that committee model results have good agree-

ment with real data. In this study, statistical criteria

including R and RMSE are used to assess the predicting

performance of CM compared with that of OFL and ONN.

Table 5 reports the result of statistical quality measures of

CM and its elements (ONN and OFL) for prediction of RSS

of clay. As can be obviously seen in Table 5, CM give the

smallest error and highest correlation coefficient compared

to optimized model in relating the RSS of clay to it index

properties.

Conclusions

Estimation of RSS of clay is worthwhile because of it play

a vital role in landslide stability. In this study, a smart

model based on assembling of optimized elements (ONN

and OFL) has been developed for constructing a quantita-

tive relation between the RSS of clay and readily available

clay index. The ONN and OFL models was obtained

through embedding of the BA in those formulation.

Moreover, BA is employed for computing the optimal

contribution of optimized models in final prediction. The

CM estimates were compared with those of the optimized

models (ONN and OFL models) and the following con-

clusions can be drawn:

1. With the BA, the parameters of NN and FL are

optimized and those predictive performance are

enhanced.

2. ONN is potent model for determining the RSS of clay.

Fig. 9 Comparison between

measured and CM predicted

residual shear strength of clay in

testing data

Table 5 Comparison between the obtained results using the CM,

ONN and OFL models based on statistical index

Model Allocation R RMSE

ONN Training 0.9816 2.7038

Testing 0.9284 3.1646

Total 0.9620 2.8261

OFL Training 0.9818 2.1651

Testing 0.9415 2.8981

Total 0.9695 2.3697

CM Training 0.9849 1.3757

Testing 0.9527 2.7288

Total 0.9745 1.8113
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3. OFL exhibit high level of performance and general-

ization ability in modeling of the RSS of clay. This

model showed slightly better performance than the

ONN model.

4. Better performance of CM compared to its members

(ONN and OFL) are proved by lower RMSE and

higher R in results.

5. The CM can satisfactorily be used in obtaining the

RSS of clay, therefore the cost and time for exper-

imentally measurement of this parameter in laboratory

would be saved.
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